The Thomas Day,

Sir,

I have concluded to accept your bail for disabling the trinity, though it is to beyond my power. Now if I had not the sum purchased by a man respectable from in this place, I for such justification as means to obtain and to the treasury I must rely upon the impression made on myself by urging you to support the cause. For the present you need not mention to anyone the amount you are to believe. The sum of 12 acres, there are 14.

Write it not as your best plan to pack up and come down, and to all the workhouse here. A large and considerable concern to work and lodge in within 100 yards. The library, can be occupied without charge during the time you are here engaged, and many difficulties about plans and measurements avoided by a postponement of comparison and consultation on the spot, which it will be very hard to overcome at a distance. The chimneys ought not to be equidistant 11-7-6.